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Abstract In this study, we aim to attempt to analysis the

effects of financial risks on the shaping of macro-economic
policies that directly touch with business cycles in OECD
countries. As known, the public liabilities with financial
budget deficit fact, as a concept of financial risk element, is
an important phenomenon that affects on all the whole other
financial and economic balance dynamics in the developed
economies as well as less developed countries. In this point,
the financial risks leaned on the consolidated central
government budget put forth to meaningful financial
deficits interested in the global integrations and its
measurement matter of deficits in the same process, which
aim to directly analysis macroeconomic policies. First, the
priority effect of financial risks based on the budget deficits
is appeared on the harmonization of monetary with fiscal
policies as macroeconomic politics, and this concept has
been an important financial matter especially in developing
countries toward to determine macro elements. Second,
these effects should be questioned for ensuring stability of
economic in the business cycles related to GDP together
with the business cycles related to financial liabilities in
OECD countries. In this context, the effects of financial
risks should be considered in two structural balances terms
related public budget as budget surplus and deficits aimed at
macroeconomic policies dynamics that also means
correlation among these concerned financial dynamics.
Thirdly, it is related to the location in public decision
making process of these effects. Actually, on the other hand
this situation reflects the effects of financial liabilities as a
foundation stone on public decision making process that
should need monetary liabilities like contend with probably
inflation ensured.
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1. Introduction
The financial risks touch with public budget deficits were
considered as only part of fiscal position in the each country
for a long time in where its financial effects were ignored in
the same process [2]. However, in nowadays it is eventually
that the budget effects have global macroeconomics features
as well as being financial concept those meaningful
financial liabilities with its structural dept levels [7].
Composite indicators can present the macroeconomic
growth net values debt levels as a percent of GDP. In
addition, also exchange risks and foreign payments balances
risks can be related to central budget deficits within
macroeconomic performance, which mean the implications
of financial liabilities central public budget in practice. But,
the related to risks of international dimension in the global
ground that are in the inevitable position as a result of
globalization process have an important role on the fiscal
policy making decision process [6].
Especially in OECD countries these concerned financial
values that are related to financial liabilities put forth as a
financial budget phenomenon, and that should be
considered together with monetary policies to analyze the
relationship of budget deficits and macroeconomic
evaluations in each other. In addition, this financial fact
causes a lack of harmony between monetary options and
interest rates via the increasing rates of interest that take on
the financial burden for budgeting as financial liabilities. In
this point, it appear that budget deficits need more monetary
liquidity via increasing monetary supplies rather than
increasing investments budget-based implications [10].
However, it should be unforgotten point is that public
budget surplus also have effects on business cycles as well
as probably budget deficits due to present correlations
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business cycles budget-based as the component of financial
liabilities. In other words, all the financial liabilities
dimension of public budget deficits is a seriously burden to
the sectoral business circular reasoning along the macro
deviational dynamics [12]. The structural importance of
financial liabilities comes to scene exactly in this point
directed toward general government debt securities [12].
But still, the budget components like tax revenues options
have the most importance for financing budget deficits, but
especially much more increasing in developing countries
creating fiscal obligation in OECD countries. Of course
macroeconomic policies are constituted by various
structural policies but not with only economic and financial
policies which means these policies should be considered
with the exception of social politics’ goals [19]. So, the
analysis of macro financial liabilities related directly to
budget deficits, especially taxation options should be
certainly evaluated together with social dimensions that put
forth financial burdens within the macroeconomic policies
making process in the spite of differential risk dimensions
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in OECD countries [12].

2. The Main Dynamics of Financial
Risks for OECD Countries
The main risk factors can be defined via the budget
deviations of countries in both general and specific context
related to their own improvement process. It should be
emphasized that the main risk factors can generally be in
two structural terms that present the fiscal bias crisis
dynamics and then bank financial operations options [21].
If the some specific dynamics take place in the crisis
process as the risk of banks liabilities, the public financial
liabilities can effective role on the approach of banks risk
arrangements to cope with financial crisis, and which is
possible to find much more examples in OECD countries
[15]. Figure 1 expresses these main risk factors in OECD
countries together with specific factors like demographic
issues below [5]:

Figure 1. The Main Risk Factors in OECD Countries
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Figure 2. The Proportional Distribution of Specific Financial Risk Factors

As seen on figure 1, although these countries have the
important range of financial deficits related to financial
crisis, in many cases, the reason of this situation is the
indicators of financial openness used by expertise’s have
the forecast errors toward public revenues in OECD
countries [2]. In other cases related to public budgetary
location can be said that the most of OECD countries have
been in negative trade trend that mean to ascertain the link
between trade policy and growth have serious shortcomings
toward to support public budget [15].
Therefore it should be forgotten this financial context is
directly touch with directly banks and the other probably
some financial crises because of the financial infrastructure
come into being in the scope of the macro financial options,
but except for public transactions as a the bigger criteria [1].
In OECD countries, this structural location related to
financial crises have been in the controlling of developed
countries like USA, Canada, France, Germany, Japan and
United Kingdom that have largely financial liabilities in
OECD group for a long time. Therefore, it make not a
mistake expressive that financial crises from that based on
origin these developed countries make more trouble for the
other OECD countries due to these countries experience the
main priority dynamics of financial crises [15].
The Specific Financial Risks and Their Dynamics
This specific dynamics of fiscal crises can identify five
term topics as key cross-cutting public governance issues
that crisis management policies and practices should pay
attention to governance framework, leadership, the
governance of networks, and international cooperation. In
this point, financial sector is in the locomotive location of
crisis period due to its manipulation the other liabilities and
guaranties in legal financial claims [15]. As considering
dynamics with their own structural on financial risks is one

of OECD's objectives, these considered specific areas can
contribute into the development of principles on crisis
management. Figure 2 expresses the specific risk dynamics
in percent each specific category in OECD countries.
These dynamics in Figure 2 express also how to ensure
something does this require contributing crisis management
to adapt their approaches with their tools in various areas of
crisis management towards more flexibility in their
concerned scope. Because some crisis factors are on exceed
the upper of less developed countries, these countries both
they cannot be in responsibility and not be blamed accusing
for financial crises [20]. The financial applications of
government in openness and transparency widespread
dissemination of information on-electronic line put
governments and their decision-makers under constant
pressure as related to the financial management in the
developed countries [2]. Furthermore, these less developed
countries in OECD ensure not responsibility in the high
standards of ethics from their government even if their own
specific risk factors [14]. In addition, global factors related
the other liabilities and guaranties for other countries should
not be forgotten because of these have increasingly been
highlighted as important special risk determinants of all the
countries risk spreading [14].
Today's Structural Responsibilities for Managing to the
Financial Risk Dynamics
Financial risk responsibilities can be defined as the
maximum sensitivity taking decision making of uncertainty
fact in making a financial decision process. In this context,
financial risk managing that include has some important
responsibilities related to today's structural dynamics. In
this framework, structural financial responsibilities can be
considered below:
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The Technical Infrastructure of Economic
Functions Directed to The Financial Responsibility:
Calculating fiscal balances especially related to central
public budget means to be required macro
functions-based forecasting for analyzing in today’s
fiscal dynamics. Therefore, in the other words in all
macroeconomic operations and cases, the pattern of
association between socioeconomic factors that are
affected via speculative approaches and financial risk
tolerance is equivalence to the expected
macroeconomic responsibilities and this fact shape
macro financial responsibilities [15].
The Politic Accountability and Accounts'
Explanation in Civil Publically Units: Public
opinion generally desire to obtain information about
the future of financial balance components shaped in
the macroeconomic-based units. This higher
responsibility component that ensure with higher
levels of financial knowledge is the result of the Politic
Accountability and Accounts' Explanation in Civil
Publically Units required. Also the Politic
Accountability and Accounts' Explanation in Civil
Publically Units required is today's indispensable
democratic feature [18].
The Need to Know of Financial Policy Costing and
Its sharpness: The financial inform and its structural
importance
to
ensure
the
desired
macroeconomic-based aims is the topic of debate in
between politics and politicians. But, it should be
forgotten that the costing financial policy cate with
financial risk tolerance is a complicated process that
goes beyond the exclusive use of socioeconomic
factors containing also the other social costs [3].
Fiscal Watchdog and Its Observations' Effects:
Fiscal observations' effects express the today’s fiscal
responsibilities originating from the main desired
macro financial politics. The responsibility for
watchdogging the financial position is the key point of
financial risk management in public practice and
unfortunately this structural phenomenon is the most
incomplete component especially in fewer developing
countries for managing risk period [4].
Policy Advice directed towards the Risk
Management, and Its Expectations from Today to
Future: Policy advice directed towards the risk
management means the revised financial risk
management in public decision making process to
future. On the other hand, if the fiscal advice subjects
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have not able to truly guessed considering at the
purpose of the financial aims, especially the less
developing countries will be able to none guessed the
true purpose of the financial responsibilities in today
[8].
The Location of Fiscal Liabilities in OECD Countries as
a Fiscal Risk Dynamic
In general a review, the concept of financial liabilities
expresses the transfer of public financial assets as a cash
payment approach including debts transferring. Among
OECD countries, especially these more important
developed countries that are Canada, France, Germany,
Japan and United Kingdom have financial liabilities, and
they are virtually in locomotive position to the other
countries of OECD. But China is not member of OECD in
spite of it has the meaningful level of financial liabilities
with its remarkable economic growth levels. Table 1 shows
financial liabilities as a per cent of GDP.
As seen on table 1, the financial liabilities reserve a place
importance in GDP of OECD countries led to the financial
obligations especially being debt options in each other’s.
This situation can be commented in two points of views.
First, the location of economic growth levels should be
considered comparing to their financial liabilities in OECD
countries. Some OECD countries can prefer to catch the
desired economic growth with probably higher financial
liabilities than other OECD countries that have financial
options. As toward to verifying this thesis China that is not
a member of OECD can be taken a good example to
OECD's financial obligations for analyzing matter. In other
words, China has been within its approach in the present
own equity instruments that probably will be settled other
than differences of OECD. So, it has not been in economic
deviation through the exchange of cash or similar for a
fixed amount for a long time, and contrary it has been in
fairly higher economic growth process, not affected by
financial liabilities. Second, currency has effected
negatively on the alteration of exchange rates because of
some countries' currency not strong according to some
countries that have more strong currency especially in less
developed countries. The reason of this financial location is
the more financial fragilities tendency of less developed
countries than the more developed countries, which means
there is not homogeneous distribution of financial burden in
OECD countries [16].
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Table 1. Financial Liabilities (Gross) in OECD Countries and World as a % GDP

Source: OECD (2016)

The Level of Common Relationship of Fiscal Liabilities
with Business Cycles Access
Fiscal liabilities evolves to accommodate changes in
accountable of business cycles and budget balances are
generally strongly financial cyclical in aimed to during
times of strong GDP via ensuring the effect levels of
financial liabilities. However it should be forgotten that the
financial investors in the business world take of risk
dynamics in business cycles process based on the limited
traditional financial locations in crisis period. In this context,
it can express that the financial fact contains the four main
parts [17]:


The Revival of Business Cycles Dynamics that are
related to Fiscal Liabilities

The conditions at beginning of business world shape the
perspective of business cycles towards financial liabilities in
the scope of revival. Macro financial deficits have been
high during the financial crisis and recession, namely the
2008 and after, recessions in the spite of increasing
favorable outlook for investment constructing in business
world. In this context accumulated shortage of real goods
that cause financial liabilities has been the most important
phenomenon. In addition, in the point this fact gives a
direction the increasing prospect of markets stimulators
forward to investments considering also global financial
liabilities [9].


The Desired Prosperity in the Framework of
Improvement Business Cycles

Improving business cycles express to also analysis the
desired prosperity together with economic growth process
in the scope of financial risk dynamics. If the all the
business costs fall off, production costs fall out in
production process and stocks of goods become larger in
market overbought. The prosperity that related to the
consuming levels will increase equivalent, consequently

national welfare will increase via the fall off factorial costs.
In this point, financial liabilities come to mean costs in
business cycles, and each financial liability item creates
deviation to the desired prosperity.


The Liquidations in the Business Cycles related to
Investment Process

The liquidations in the business require especially for
investment process, which cause differences on the prices.
The liquidations in the business are required for ensuring
balances between business cycles and different prices
formation. In the crisis period, the liquidation in business
cycles is located in micro sectoral dynamics and its
structural consequences put to decline prices more rapidly.
Consequently, the increased financial liabilities cause to
increase sectoral costs as a result of increasing credit spread,
that most meaningful reason of liquidations [11].


The Financial Depressively Attitude in the Business
Cycles Process

Financial attitude in the business cycles can be in a
generally depressively location as a credit strain reduced in
crisis process. In this way, financial depression process
begins to be transformed to into prosperity dynamics. In
middle and long-term period construction costs decline and
money supply politics into reduce the size in application
process. Consumers and merchants tend to gradually
accumulate the economic goods together with consuming
goods to keep their previous prosperity in the output process
of depression [13].

3. Conclusions
All the present dynamics of financial risks related to
macroeconomic policies especially in OECD countries can
be considered in the two main terms that its structural
responsibilities to probably financial crisis dynamics and
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second, financial liabilities that directly effect on business
cycles. But, that should be paid attention to structural
differences in developing countries that are member of
OECD that their different responsibility levels towards to
perceive financial risk factors. In this context, effective
capital accumulation (or sufficient capital accumulation) is
the most meaningful way in business cycles to overcome
global risk criteria. But provided that budget deficits that
also include to application of taxes and public expenditures
can reflect on the fiscal policy decisions about business
cycles consisting the monetary items of policy.
A compelling in business cycles reason to be concerned
about financial risk factors should be accept is that public
debt, like all types of borrowings, has to be considered in
business cycles. Financial liabilities in business cycles as
interests and amount borrowed, need to be reconstructive to
avoid add borrowings costs as increasing fiscal costs. The
aim is in this point to ensure macro financial balances. But
sometime the financial policies lose the effect of
applications in OECD countries due to these countries have
different criteria effects on financial transactions that means
to put forth to inevitable deviations. It is understood that
financial risk factors, especially in developing countries, it
cannot acceptable in the location of increasing financial
deficits toward to ensure to prevent wavy integrations that
cause financial instability in unbalances business cycles.
From this perspective sometime budget surplus or deficits
should be highly correlated with the business cycles.
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